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   Here is a list of places you could spend time when you are cycling around as a
drop of water.

Animals. Animals need water in order to survive. They receive their water by drinking
it or through the foods they eat. This water will STAY with the animal for a period of time
before it is excreted to the SOIL through waste or evaporated to the CLOUDS through
perspiration and/or respiration.

Clouds. Clouds receive moisture when the heat of the sun evaporates liquid water
into the air. The moisture then cools and condenses onto dust in the atmosphere to form
clouds. Once in cloud form, this water will STAY in the atmosphere until it precipitates to
the ground and collects in GLACIERS, LAKES, or OCEANS.

Glaciers. Glaciers receive moisture when precipitation from clouds falls in higher
altitudes and freezes. Once in glacier form, water will usually STAY for an extended period
of time before the heat of the sun causes melted water to slowly enter the GROUNDWATER
or travel into a nearby RIVER.

Groundwater. Groundwater is water that is below the soil layer in the earth. This
water collects from rivers, lakes, glaciers, and the soil. Once collected, groundwater will
usually STAY in the ground for an extended period of time as gravity helps it to slowly
filter downward. Once reaching the lowest point of a watershed, groundwater may filter
into a LAKE or RIVER.

Lakes. Lakes are large bodies of water that collect water primarily through groundwater,
rivers, and precipitation. Once in a lake, water may STAY for a period of time before
evaporating to the CLOUDS, emptying into RIVERS or Groundwater , or being consumed
by animals.

Oceans. Oceans are the largest bodies of water on the planet. They cover 3/4 of the
Earth's surface and hold approximately 97% of the world's water. Oceans receive most of
their water from rivers and through precipitation. Once in an ocean, water will either STAY
or evaporate back to the CLOUDS.

Plants. The cells of plants need water in order
to survive. Plants take in water from the soil. This
water will STAY in the plant as it travels up to
the leaves where it evaporates through a process
known as transpiration to the CLOUDS.

Rivers. Rivers receive their water primarily
from glaciers, lakes, groundwater, and soil. Once in
a river, this water may supply the moisture needs of
ANIMALS, evaporate to CLOUDS, filter into the
GROUNDWATER, or STAY as it flows downward
to LAKES or OCEANS.

Soil. Soil receives its water primarily from
precipitation. Once in the soil, water will usually
STAY for a period of time before evaporating
to CLOUDS or filtering into GROUNDWATER,
RIVERS, or PLANTS.

Here is a list of the water cycle terms you learned.
      evaporation:  the changing of a liquid into a gas
      condensation:  the changing of water vapor from a gas to a liquid
      precipitation: the falling of water to the earth as rain, snow,  sleet,
      or hail
      transpiration:  the giving off of water vapor by plants
      collection:  the pooling of water on the ground in puddles,
      streams, ponds, lakes, oceans, etc.
      percolation:  the mixing of water with soil

How can pollution get into the water cycle? Pollution occurs when too much of something
(e.g., fertilizer, manure, chemicals, etc.) is concentrated in an area, thus overwhelming the
Earth's ability to break it down or decompose it.

Is the water cycle physical or chemical change? Water cycling is a physical change, not
a chemical change.

Misconceptions
              Misconception 1: The same water cycles in the same part of the Earth over and
over. Fact: A drop of water could travel to virtually any part of the earth during its journey
through the water cycle.
              Misconception 2: Businesses and industries are mostly responsible for water
pollution. Fact: Water pollution (sewage, pesticides, etc.)  from residential areas (your home)
is a large source of water pollution.
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